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CONFORMALITY AND ISOMETRY OF RIEMANNIAN

MANIFOLDS TO SPHERESO

BY

CHUAN-CHIH HSIUNG(2) AND LOUIS W. STERN

Abstract. Suppose that a compact Riemannian manifold Mn of dimension

n>2 admits an infinitesimal nonisometric conformal transformation v. Some

curvature conditions are given for Mn to be conformal or isometric to an n-sphere

under the initial assumption that L„/? = 0, where Lv is the operator of the infinitesimal

transformation v and R is the scalar curvature of M". For some special cases, these

conditions were given by Yano [10] and Hsiung [2].

1. Introduction. Let Mn be a Riemannian manifold of dimension «3:2 and

class C3, (gtj) the symmetric matrix of the positive definite metric of Mn, and (g")

the inverse matrix of and denote by Vj, Rhm, Ri] = Rki]k and R = g"Rij the

operator of covariant differentiation with respect to gtj, the Riemann tensor, the

Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of Mn respectively. Let d be the operator of

exterior derivation, 8 the operator of coderivation, and A = d8 + 8d the Laplace-

Beltrami operator. Throughout this paper all Latin indices take the values 1,. .., «

unless stated otherwise. We shall follow the usual tensor convention that indices

can be raised and lowered by using g" and gu respectively, and that repeated indices

imply summation.

Let v be a vector field defining an infinitesimal conformal transformation on Mn.

Denote by the same symbol v the 1-form corresponding to the vector field v by

the duality defined by the metric of Mn, and by Lv the operator of the infinitesimal

transformation v. Then we have

(1-1) Lvgu = VfVf + VfVi = 2Pgti.

The infinitesimal transformation v is said to be homothetic or an infinitesimal

isometry according as the scalar function p is constant or zero. On a compact

orientable Riemannian manifold, an infinitesimal homothetic transformation is

necessarily an infinitesimal isometry; see [9]. We also denote by Lao the operator of

the infinitesimal transformation generated by the vector field p' defined by

(1-2) = = V;P.
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Let fJ(p) and i7/(p) be two tensor fields of the same order p%\n on a compact

orientable manifold Mn, where I(p) denotes an ordered subset {ix,..., ip} of the

set {1,...,«} of positive integers less than or equal to n. Then the local and global

scalar products <£, v} and (£, rj) of the tensor fields £ and v are defined by

(1.3) <f,9>-(l/j»DfKiW

(L4) (£i?) = f <|,i?></F,

where dV is the element of volume of the manifold Mn at a point. We also define

(1.5) \ii -pl<t,f>.

From (1.3) and (1.4) it follows that (£, f) is nonnegative, and that (f, |) = 0 implies

that | = 0 on the whole manifold Mn.

In the last decade or so various authors have studied the conditions for a

Riemannian manifold Mn of dimension n>2 with constant scalar curvature R to

be either conformal or isometric to an w-sphere. Very recently Yano, Obata,

Hsiung and Mugridge (see [13], [10], [4]) have been able to extend some of these

results by replacing the constancy of R by LuR = 0, where u is a certain vector field

on M". The purpose of this paper is to continue their work, in particular Yano's

[10], by establishing the following theorems.

To begin we denote by (C) the following condition:

(C) A compact Riemannian manifold Mn of dimension n>2 admits an in-

finitesimal nonisometric conformal transformation v satisfying (1.1) with />#0

such that LvR = 0.

Theorem L An orientable Mn is conformal to an n-sphere if it satisfies condition

(C) and

(1.6) ^--L/^,/^ ;> o,

c — 4a2
(1.7) \(dUa2A+-

n-2
Bj=0

where A and B are defined by

(1.8) A = Rw>

and a, c are constant such that

B = RURij,

= 4a2 + («-2)[2aj2 *>*+($ (-l)'-1^)'

(1.9)

b's being any constants^).

> 0,

(3) An elementary calculation shows that cäO, where equality holds if and only if

bi= ■ ■ ■ =bi, b5 = bs = 0, a= — (n — 2)bi.
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For the case a^O, c — 4a2 = 0 and the case a = 0, c — 4a2 #0, Theorem I is due to

Yano [10].

Theorem II. A manifold Mn is conformal to an n-sphere if it satisfies condition

(C) and any one of the following three sets of conditions:

(1.10) VjV/T?/) = Rpgij (f is a scalar function),

(1.11) QdP = (2/n) d(RP),       ViV^Rp) = RV.V^,

(1.12) LVRU = agi} (a is a scalar function),

where Q is the operator of Ricci defined by, for any vector field u on Mn,

(1.13) Q:ui^2Rijui.

For constant R, conditions (1.11) and (1.12) in Theorem II will lead to the

conclusion that Mn is isometric to an w-sphere of radius («(«— l)/R)llz; for this see

[12].

Theorem III. A manifold Mn with constant R is isometric to an n-sphere of

radius (n(n— l )/R)112 if it satisfies conditions (C) and (1.10).

Theorem III is due to Lichnerowicz [6] when condition (1.10) is replaced by the

following one:

(1.14) v is the gradient of a scalar function /, i.e., vt = Vä/.

For constant R, it is easily seen that condition (1.14) is a special case of condition

(1.10). In fact, in this case by using (1.1) condition (1.10) becomes Vtv;- +

= 2VjVJ/, which is satisfied by vi = 'Wif+ui where wf is any vector field generating

an infinitesimal isometry.

Theorem IV. A manifold Mn is isometric to an n-sphere if it satisfies condition

(C), LipR = 0, and

(1.15) AaB» = c = const,

(2a   (n-l)b\     2a(a + b)RZia + "-l)

(1-16) CU + —ß-) = na + »-i{n_ir-i>

where A, B are given by (1.8), and a, b are nonnegative integers and not both zero.

For constant R, Theorem IV is due to Lichnerowicz [6] for a = 0, b= \ and due

to Hsiung [2] for general a and b.

The following known theorems will be needed in the proofs of our Theorems

I-IV.

Theorem A (Yano and Nagano [11]). If a complete Einstein space M" of

dimension n>2 admits an infinitesimal nonisometric conformal transformation, then

Mn is isometric to an n-sphere.
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Theorem B (Obata [7]). If a complete Riemannian manifold Mn of dimension

n 2 admits a nonconstant function p such that Vt\7}p = — c2pgtj, where c is a positive

constant, then Mn is isometric to an n-sphere of radius 1/c.

Theorem C (Tashiro [8]). If a complete Riemannian manifold M" of dimension

n>2 admits a nonconstant function p such that

(1.17) V4V,P = -(l/n)gitAp,

then Mn is conformal to an n-sphere.

Theorem D (Yano [10]). An orientable manifold Mn is conformal to an n-sphere

if it satisfies condition (C) and

(1.18) (/^-UM»-i)W, i) = o.

2. Notation and formulas. In this section we shall list some known formulas

(for the details of their derivations see Lichnerowicz' book [5, pp. 124-134] or

Hsiung's paper [1]) which will be needed in the proofs to follow.

Let v be a vector field defining an infinitesimal conformal transformation on a

Riemannian manifold Mn so that (1.1) holds. Then we have

(2.1) p=-Sv/n,

(2.2) LvR\jk = -4ViPi + $Vipk-gtjVkV*p+gileViV*p,

where Vh=gihV(, and ehk = \ for h = k and =0 for h±k. From (1.1) and (2.2) it

follows immediately that

(2.3) LvRhijk = 2PRhiik-ghkVipj + ghiVipk-giiVhPk+gikVhpj,

(2.4) LvRtj = giiAp-(n-2)Vipj,

(2.5) LVR = 2(n-\)Ap-2RP.

For any scalar field / and vector field u on Mn, we have

(2.6) A/= -V'V^

(2.7) (Ak),r -V'Vn+XQuX

where Q is the operator of Ricci defined by (1.13).

A necessary and sufficient condition for a vector field v to define an infinitesimal

conformal transformation on a compact manifold Mn is that it satisfy

(2.8) Av + (\-2/n)d8v = Qv.

For an infinitesimal transformation v on a. manifold Mn, we have

(2.9) ASy = (l/(n-l))R8v-(nl2(n-l))LvR.

For any 1-form f on a compact orientable manifold Mn we have

(2.10) (A£ + (l -2/«) d8t-Q{, 0 0,

where the equality holds when and only when £ defines an infinitesimal conformal

transformation on Mn.
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On the manifold Mn consider the following tensors:

(2.11) Ttj = ^-(1/«)%«,

(2.12) Thm = RMk-il/nin-iyRigijgw-gtkgu),

^ Whm = aThijk + b1ghkTij-b2ghjTik + b3gijTllk

— bigikThj + b5ghiTjk — b6gjkThi,

where a and b are constants. It is easily seen that

(2.14) g'% = 0,     ghkThm = Tti.

Moreover, by (1.3), (1.5) and (2.13) we have

c-4a2      1 / 2a2    c— 4a2\
(2.15) = a2A + C—^- B-- (^+£-J=L)#,

"    " n — 2      n \n — 1    n — 2 /

where c is defined by (1.9).

3. Lemmas. Throughout this section Mn will always denote a compact

orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension «3:2.

Lemma 3.1. If f is a scalar field on M" and Af=0, then f is constant.

Proof. From (2.6) and our assumption A/=0, it follows that A(/2)= - V'V^/2)

= -2(V'/)(Vi/). By substituting V^/2) for    in the welNknown Green's formula

(3.1) f \7%dV=0,
.Im»

where |f is any vector field on Mn, we therefore have

(3.2) o=f A(f2)dv= -2 f {Vfjyyjydv,
Jm" Jm"

which implies that V(/=0 since (Vy)(Vj/) is nonnegative.

Lemma 3.2. For an orientable Mn satisfying LdpR = 0 and (C) defined in §1, we

have

(3.3) (Rf'VtVjp + R'p/nin-l), P) ä 0.

For constant R, Lemma 3.2 is due to Lichnerowicz [6].

Proof. By applying the integral formula (2.10) to the 1-form dp we have

(3.4) {{2{n-\)jn)Adp-QdP, dp) &% 0.

On the other hand, covariant differentiation gives

Vj|X(2(b- \)ln)Adp-QdP\]

= <(2(« -\)jn)Adp - QdP, dp} - <(2(n - l)/«)AAp - 8Qdp, p}.
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From (3.4), (3.5) and Green's formula (3.1) we thus obtain

(3.6) {(2(n-\)/n)AAP-BQdp, P) ^ 0.

Due to the assumption LvR = 0, (2.5) is reduced to

(3.7) AP = RP/(n-\).

Since LapR = 0 implies

(3.8) p^tR = 0,

substitution of p2VtR for £t in Green's formula (3.1) gives

(3.9) (PAR, p) = 0.

On the other hand, by the second Bianchi identity we have

(3.10) = 4V,/?,

which together with (3.8) implies

(3.11) p'V^y = 0.

From (1.13), (3.11) and (3.7) follow immediately

(3.12) hQdp = -2VfCR»ft) = -2R»VtPj,

(3.13) AAP = (1/(«-1)2)/v2p + (1/(«-1))pAä.

Substituting (3.12), (3.13) in (3.6) and making use of (3.9), we hence obtain the

required inequality (3.3).

4. Proofs of theorems.

Proof of Theorem I. From (2.13) and the condition LvR = 0 it follows that

(4.1) LV\\W\ = I^a*A+C-=^ Ft}-

By means of (2.13), (2.12), (1.1), (2.3), (2.4), (3.7) we can easily compute LvWhljk

(for the details see [3, p. 189]), and then multiplying both sides of the resulting

expression by Whm and making use of (2.13), (2.12), (1.1), (2.15), (1.9) and R\jk = 0

an elementary but lengthy calculation yields

(4.2) VWL, Whm = 2P\\W\\- cr^iPj.

Substitution of (4.2) in the welLknown formula

(4.3) LV\\W\\=2 W^LV Wwk -%P\W \

thus gives

(4.4) PLV1W || = - 4p21| W || - 2cpT*fVlPj.
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A straightforward computation and use of (2.6), (3.7), (2.11), (3.10) can easily

show that

(4.5) V'OKpp,) = (yWpp'+RfHp'-RVIin-i),

(4.6) V{TiiPP<) = Rijp'p' + pTi'Vipj + ((n-2)l2n)^iR)ppi-(l/n)RplPi.

By substituting (4.5) for (WiR)ppi and (4.4) for pV'^ipj in (4.6), integrating over

Mn and making use of (3.1), we thus obtain

2c(RijPip'-(\ln(n-\))R2p2, 1)

= 4( || W ||, p2) + {Lv\\W\\,p) + c(PiP> - (1 /(n - 1 ))Rp2, R).

Since (|| W||, p2) is nonnegative, from (4.7), (4.1) and our assumption (1.6), (1.7)

we obtain (1.18). Hence by Theorem D, Mn is conformal to an «-sphere.

Proof of Theorem II. First suppose (1.10) holds. Then from (1.10), (2.6) it follows

that A(Rf) = -nRp, implying, together with (3.7), that

(4.8) A(P + (l/«(»- 1 ))Rf) = 0.

Thus by Lemma 3.1, p + (l/n(n— l))Rf is a constant. Using (1.10), (3.7) we therefore

obtain

ViPj = -(Ifnin-l^V^Rf) = -(\/n)guAP.

Hence by Theorem C, A7n is conformal to an n-sphere.

Next suppose (1.11) holds. From the definition of A it follows that

(4.9) dAp = Adp,

which, together with (3.7) and the first equation of (1.11), implies

(4.10) Adp + (1 - 2/n) dhdp -Qdp = 0.

Thus by the necessary and sufficient condition (2.8) we see that dp generates an

infinitesimal conformal transformation on Mn so that Ld„gi:1 = 2<£gi3, which shows

(4.H) ViPj. = te„,

where <f> # 0 in consequence of (3.7). From (4.11) and the second equation of (1.11)

it follows that

(4.12) VV/tfp) = R<pgij.

Thus the condition (1.10) is satisfied for v = dp and/= p, and hence Mn is conformal

to an n-sphere.

Finally suppose (1.12) holds. Then (2.4) becomes

(4.13) agij = guAP-(n-2)ViPj.

Multiplying (4.13) by g'' and using (3.7) we obtain

(4.14) a = (2/n)RP.
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Substitution of (4.14), (3.7) in (4.13) thus gives (1.17), and hence Theorem C

completes the proof of our theorem.

Proof of Theorem III. It is exactly the same as that of Theorem II for condition

(1.10) except that the application of Theorem C should be replaced by that of

Theorem B.

Proof of Theorem IV. Without loss of generality we may assume our manifold

Mn to be orientable as otherwise we need only to take an orientable twofold

covering space of Mn. On the manifold Mn consider the covariant tensor field T

of order 2(2a + b):

T
* ÄiiiJ'iki■ ■ ■ha.iaiakau\i>i ■■ -ui,vi,

(4.15) a b J^a + b a b

I 1 Rhrt,jrk, 1 1 Rusvs ~ a + bly. _ \ \a 1 1 (SirirShrkr SirkrShr]t 6usvs-
r=l s=l "       V     l)    r=l s=l

From (4.15) an elementary calculation gives the length of T:

(4.16) [2(2a + b)]\<J, T) = AaBb-2aR2(a + >>)/na + >>(n-1)°.

Thus by condition (1.15), LvR — 0 and the extension of formula (4.3) to the tensor

T we immediately obtain

(4.17) LV<J, T> = 2{LVT, Ty-A{2a + b)P(T, T) = 0,

which implies

(4.18) «Lvr, T), p) = 2(2a + b){P(T, T), P).

On the other hand, from (2.3), (2.4) we obtain

T T
^v* h1i1j1kvhaiaiakau1vi---utlvi,

a b

= 2ap n iw% n
r=l s=l

a

r = l

■(ghrkVirVuP-gb,UViykrP+girjVkVhrP-girkVuWhTP)

b

(4-19) '•^ftr+l'r+l/r+l'Cr+l' ' ' Rhaiaiaka] O Rusvs
s=l

a b

+ Ii 2 {-^ui»r ' ■•Rus-1us_i
r=l s=l

•[c?lIsvsAp-("-2)V„sVUsp]-7?Us+1„s+1- • -RUl)Vb}

2(2a + b)Ra + » _ »
na + b(n— l)a   ^  -i ^i'i'^h'k'    Si,k,ghTi,) I f gusvs-

By means of (4.15), (4.19), (3.7), (1.16), (1.8), (4.16) an elementary calculation yields

«L„r, r>, p) = 2a(P<r, r>, P)

(4.20) AaBb

[2(2a + b)]
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By comparing (4.18) and (4.20), noticing that p^O, and making use of Lemma 3.2,

we thus have

(4.21) 1'hiiii1ki---haia!akau1v1---ui,vi> ~ 0.

Multiplying (4.21) by

r=2 s=l

and using (4.15) we obtain Rilh = Rghh/n, which implies Mn is an Einstein space.

Hence, by Theorem A, M* is isometric to an h-sphere, and our theorem is proved.
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